the phrase-structure tree. I~J. Sect.loll II a phrase-structure system a~d the phrase-structure tree that corresponds to a sentence are defined, the deflni~:ion being the same as that given by Chomsky. Several cot> eepts of correspondence between a dependency tree and a phrase-structure tree are discussed. In Section III the two systems are compared; the dependency system tunis out to be more or less equivMent to a special class of phrase-structure systems. A precise definition and properties of that class are given.
I. DEPENDENCY SYSTEMS
In the following we will consider finite sequences of words or categories) The letters u, v, w, z, y, z mid U, V, W, X, Y, Z, with or without subscripts, will denote members of these sequences, smM1 letters being used for words and capital letters for categories. It is useful, when we speak generally about 'these sequences, to speak about occurrences of words (categories). This is done in order to distinguish a word (category) appearing in a certain place in the sequence from the same word appearing in a different place. Strictly speaking, an occurrence is ml ordered pair {x, i), z being the word (category) and i the place nun> her in which the occurrence takes place. "P," "Q," "R," "S," "T,"
with or without subscripts, will denote occurrences of words or categories. If P = {X, i} then S(P), the sequence number of P, is defined to be i, if X is a category P is said to be of category X.
By a dependency system we mean a system, containing a finite nun> her of rules, by which dependency analysis for a certain language is done, as described in certain RAND publications (Hays, February 1960; Hays and Ziehe, April 1960) . In the explication given here, this consists of the following three sets of rules:
1. Rules which give for each category those categories which may derive directly from it with their relative positions. For each category X there will be a finite number of rules of the type X(Y~, I/2 "'" I%, Yz+~ "'" Y~) , which means that Y,-.. Y~ can depend ("dependent" will always mean here directly dependent) on X in this given order where X is to occupy the position of .. This can be illustrated as in Fig. 1 . l may equal zero and/or l may equal n. If the rule is of the form X(*) this means that X can stand alone without dependents.
2. Rules giving for every category the list of all words belonging to it. For every category there will be at least one word belonging to it and By categories we always mean grammatical categories.
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FIG. 1. A dependency rule
every word will belong to at least one category. A word may belong to more than one category. 3. A rule giving the list of all categories the occurrence of which may govern a sentence.
Let LI, LI~, and Lm be the first, second, and third sets of rules respectively. A sentence xlx2 ... x,~ is analyzed by the dependency system in the following way: We form a sequence of categories X1X2 • • • X~ such that x~ is of category X~, for 1 < i -< m. Between occurrences of words in xl "" x~ a relation of dependency is established; this is a 2-place relation d. "P dQ" is to stand for "P depends on Q," i.e., the relation holds between P and Q.
For every d we define another relation d* by: P d*Q iff (if and only if) there are P0, P~'", P~ such that P0 = P, P~ = Q, and P~dP~+I for every0 < i_-< n--1.
The relation d has to fulfill the following requirements:
(1) For no P, P d*P.
(2) For every P, there is at most one Q such that P dQ. (3) If P d*Q and R is between P and Q (i.e.,
either S(P) < S(R) < S(Q) or S(P) > S(R) > S(Q) ), then R d*Q.
(4) The whole set of occurrences is connected by d. (This, in view of (2), is equivalent to saying that there is at most one occurrence which does not depend on any other occurrence, and from (1) it follows then that there is exactly one.) (5) If P is an occurrence of xj and if the occurrences that depend on it are P1, P2 "'" , P~, P~, being an occurrence of X~h, h ----1 .-. n, and the order in which these words occur in the sentence is zq, x~, • • • , x~k, x~, x~k+~ , • • • , x~,~, then Xj(Xq • • • X~o * X~o+~ .. • X~,,) is a rule of L~. In ease no occurrence depends on P we have n = 0 and then Xj(,) is a rule of L~.
(6) The occurrence which governs the sentence (i.e., that depends on no other occurrence) is an occurrence of a word to which corresponds a category listed in L~.
(1)-(4) are general structure requirements that can be made on any relation defined on a finite linearly ordered set whether it is a set of categories or not. (5) and (6) are requirements which relate the relation to the specific grammar that is given by L~ and LH~. The choice of the possible categories which are to correspond to the words is made through LH. The string of categories X~ ... X .... together with the relation d, is called a dependency tree Of the sentence, or in short, a d-tree. There may be more than one tree corresponding to the same sentence according to the different syntactical interpretations of the sentence. A language is adequately described by a dependency system if for every sentence in that language there is a corresponding d-tree and no d-tree exists for a sequence of words which is not a sentence. A stronger requirement is to add that for every syntactically correct interpretation, and only for these, there are corresponding d-trees.
The above definition is, as we will show, equivalent to other definitions, or procedures of constructing d-trees, that appear in earlier RAND publications on this subject. Before proving the equivalence we remark that there is no essential difference between defining d as a relation between occurrences of words or occurrences of the respective categories, provided that in the second ease (5) is reformulated in an obvious way. We proceed to prove the equivalence between the structural requirements given here and another set of requirements of eonstruetional type used in the computing program, the most important of which is (c), the basic word-order rule. By the eonstruetionM procedure we construct the relation d step by step, adding in each step one additional pair of occurrences between which the relation holds. "P d~Q '' is to mean that P depends on Q and that this dependency is established in the ith step.
"P d~Q" is defined by: P &Q iff for some j, 1 < j < i, P dJQ. To every d~ there corresponds a d~* defined as before. The constructional requirements are now the following:
(a) If P di+~Q, then it is not the ease that Q d~*P.
(e) If P di+lQ and R is between P and Q, then either R d~*P or R d~*Q. This implies that if P d~Q, then P and Q are adjacent occurrences, i.e., there is no occurrence between them.
(d) The construction is finished when the whole set of occurrences is connected by d, where d is defined as: P dQ iff for some i P diQ.
(1.1) THEOREM: The relations which fulfill (1)-(3) are exactly those which can be constructed so that the construction fulfills (a)-(c).
The proof of this theorem is carried out in the rest of Section I. It is almost immediate that any relation, the construction of which fulfills (a)-(c), fulfills also (1)-(3). Assume for instance that (1) does not hold and that P is such that P d*P. That means that there is a sequence Po"" Pn with P = P0 = Pn such that P~dP~+I for i = 0 ... n --1. Hence there must be distinct natural numbers il, is .-. i~ such that Po d~lp~, PI d~P2, ''' P~-ld~P~. Let ik be the greatest number among these. Then we have: Pk dik-1 n ; since P0 = P~, we have Pk d*~-lPk-1 and also Pk-1 dikPk in contradiction to (a). The derivation of (2) and (3) We define now the rank of an occurrence, a concept that will be used also in the later sections.
(1.2) Definition: Let n be the greatest number such that there exists a set of n-t-1 occurrences P1,"" P~+~ for which P~dP2, P~dP3, • .. P~ dP,+~, n will be called the dependency rank of the tree, or, its d-rank. If an occurrence P depends on no other occurrence, then we put rd( P ) = Ds n. If r~( Q ) = i and P dQ then we put rd( P ) = DI i -1.
It follows from (1) and (2) that this is a legitimate definition which assigns to every occurrence a unique number which is its d-rank. For every P, 0 <= rd(P) <= n, and if 0 -< i -< n, there is at least one P such that rd(P) = i. If P d'Q, then r~(P) < r~ (Q) 
. < S(Q~,j~). Under these assumptions
S(Q~,j~) < S(Q~+~,~)
for i = 1, • • • , n -1 (from which follows S(Q~,~) < S(Q~,~) whenever i <j).
Proof: Assume to the contrary that for some i, S(Q~,~) > S(Q~+la). (Obviously they cannot be equal since Q~,~ dP~, Q~+~,~dP~+I, and P~ ~ Pi+l .) (i) (ii) In the same way, S(Q{,i{) > S(P{+I) is impossible.
(iii) Kence the only possibility which remains is S(Pi) < S(Qi+,,1) < S(Q~.j~) < S(P~+~).
Q<j~ dPi, hence Q~÷I,, d*P~ (by (3)), also Q~+lad*P~+l which implies Pi d*Pi+i or P~q_~d*P~--both being impossible. Hence, S(Q~+la) > S(Q<j~).
If rd(P) = 1 and Q1 "'" Q,~ are all occurrences depending on P such that S(Q1) < S(Q2) <.--< S(Q~) < S(P) < ~(Q~+~) <... < S(Q~), *.hen Q~ and Q~+~ are adjacent occurrences for every i #/~ and Qk and P as well as P and Qk+l are adjacent.
(This is so because if Q' is between Q~ and Q~+I then Q' d'P; hence r~(Q ~) = 0. Therefore Q' dP, which means that Q' must be among the Q,'s.)
Now we proceed to construct the relation d so that (a)-(c) hold. It is clear that in any construction of d (a) and (b) will hold because of (1) and (2). Therefore, we must take care only of (c). First let P1 • "" P~ be all the occurrences of rank 1. Let S(P~) < S(P2) < "..
< S(P,~).
Let Q~,,, Q~,2 "'" Q<j~ be as in (1.3). Then we have, for each i, S(Q<,) <
• .. < S(Q<~) < S(P~) < S(Q~,k~+I) <... < S(Q<5~).
All these occurrences are adjacent in this order. We connect P~ with Q~,k~ , then P~ with Q~.k~-,, etc., up to Q~,,. Then we connect P~ with Q~,k~+,, etc., up to Q¢,~. All these connections are made in conformity with rule (c), as is easily verified. We proceed now to connect occurrences of rank 2 with those of rank 1. In general, assume that all occurrences of rank j were connected with those of rankj q-1, for allj _-< h -1. Let P1 •.
• P~ be all the occurrences of rank h q-1, S(P~) < ... < S(P~). Let the Q~,~ be as before. It follows from (1.3) that if R is between any two occurrences in the sequence Q<,, Q<e,... Q~,~, P~, Q<~+~, .-. Q<]~, then R is of a lower rank. Hence R was already connected with its governor. = Also R d*P~. If R is between Q~,~ and P~ we must have R d*Q~.~ . (Rd*T and T dP~ for some T, hence T must be one of the Q<z. T cannot be Q~.~+, since in that case P~ d*Q<~+,. T cammt be Q<z where I < k~ since then Q~.ei d*Q<a. Hence T = Q~.~ .) In the same
The governor of R is the unique P such that R dP.
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way, if R is between Q~,~ and Q~+I for 1 # k~, then either R d*Q~,l or R d*Q~,z+l. All these dependencies, direct or indirect, were already established. Hence we may connect Q~,I~ with P~ and then Q~.~,-1 with P~, etc., and after that Q~,~+I with P~ etc. This being done for every rank the construction is completed.
Q.E.D. As a result of (1.3) we see that every tree fulfilling (1)-(3) can be embedded in the plane in such a form that all occurrences of the same rank are written on the same horizontal line, and S(P) > S(Q) iff Q is written on a vertical line which is to the left of the vertical line of P.
If P dQ, P and Q are connected by a segment and none of these segments intersect. For an example see Fig. 2 ; the tree there is not connected, but it fulfills (1)-(3) and hence (a)-(c).
Since (4) and (d) are the same, it follows that a tree has the properties (1)-(4) iff it can be constructed so that rules (a)-(d) hold.
II. PHRASE STRUCTURE SYSTEMS
Notation: By a string of symbols we mean a finite sequence of these symbols. A substring will always mean a continuous subsequence of the original sequence--i.e., a subsequence of symbols occurring successively in the original sequence. A proper substring is a substring different from the original string. "~1 s ~2" will mean that z~ is a proper substring of c~2. "a," "~, .... %" with or without subscripts, will denote strings of words or categories. We will use the same notation to denote a single symbol and a string consisting of this symbol. Thus "x" will denote a word and the string consisting of this word. If ~... zk are strings, "o-~2... (rl~" will denote the string obtained by writing the ~ after ¢~, ~ after ~2, etc. "l(cr)" (length of ~) will denote the number of symbols in ~, or more precisely, the number of different occurrences in ~. An occurrence of a symbol X in a string was defined as a couple (X, n) where n is such that X occurs in the nth place. In general, we may consider not only strings but other structures in which one symbol may occur in different places. Thus an occurrence in a certain structure will be a couple (X, i), where i ranges over some index set I that is used to denote the different places of the structure. All that is required is that for every i in I there is only one X such that (X, i) is an occurrence of the structure. In the case of a string we will not require that (X, n} is the occurrence at the nth place, but only that different numbers denote different places. Sometimes different sets of indices will be used to denote the places of the same structure; in that case (X, il) will be identified with (X, i2) if "if' and "i2" denote the same place. Iff(X) is defined for X and P is an occurrence of X (i.e., P = (X, i}) then f(P)
is defined to be f(X). In the same way we may speak of properties of occurrences provided these are properties of the symbols which occur. By a phrase-structure system (p.s. system) we mean the system, defined by Chomsky (1956 Chomsky ( , 1957 , by which p.s. analysis or immediate constituent analysis is made. By this analysis a string of words, a, is a sentence if it can be divided into substrings, a = a~a2 " " • a~, such that each of the a~ is of a certain category. The substring a~ is of the required category if it can in its turn be divided again into substrings, a~ --a~,l ... a~.k~, such that each a~,j is of a certain category, and so on. This process is carried on until we have as our substrings the single words of the sentence. Each one of these is of a certain category according to a given list classifying the words of the language into the different categories. (A word may belong to more than one category.) Thus the notion of a grammatical category characterizing words, and certain strings of words, is common to the d-system and p.s. system. The term employed by Chomsky for such a system is "context-free phrase structure grammar." A p.s. system will consist, therefore, of a finite set of categories with the following three sets of rules:
P~: Rules of the form X--~ Y~-.. Y~ where X, Y~,---, Yk are categories of the system. This is to mean that if a~, • --, ak are of categories ](-1, ... , Y~ respectively and a = al .-" ak, then a is of category X.
Psi : Rules giving for every word all the categories to which it belongs. Pm : A rule giving a list of the sentence-categories, that is, those categories that characterize strings which are sentences. A string is a sentence iff (if and only if) it is of one of these categories.
A string of words x~ -.. z~ is defined to be of category X iff m = 1 and z~ is of category X by P~, or m > 1 and the following can be done:
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Starting from X we apply to it a rule of P~ of the form X --* Y~ • • • Y~., replacing it by Y~ • • • Yj, each of the Y~ in its turn is replaced by itself, or we apply to it a rule Y~-+ Y~a "'" Y~,k~ replacing it by Y~,~ ... Y~,k~ • Proceeding in this way we arrive after a finite number of steps at a string X1 ... Xm such that x~ is of category X~ according to PH. This procedure results in a p.s. tree described in the diagram in Fig. 3 . That diagram is defined whenever the rows of categories are given and for each occurrence on the ith row (from above) its ancestor--on the i-lth row--is given, i.e., the occurrence on the higher row which (together with other occurrences in the ith row, or alone) it substitutes as a result of applying a rule of P~. We will also define P1 to be the ancestor of/)2 if P1 is the ancestor of Q and Q is the ancestor of P2 ; this will include also occurrences of words--the occurrence of X~ being the ancestor of the respective word x~. P~ is a descendant of/)2 if P2 is an ancestor of P1 • It is easily seen that all the descendants of P on some lower row constitute a substring of that row. In particular all the words which are descendants of P constitute a substring which is easily seen to be of the category which occurs in P. Substrings like these, that is, substrings of successive occurrences are called parenthetical expressions (p.e.'s for short). Thus the string x~ •.
• x~ is divided into j p.e.'s which are determined by the occurrences of the first row after X, each one of these is also divided into p.e.'s, etc. The set of the p.e.'s thus obtained constitute what we call a ramification of the string x~ .-. x~. (Hays, February 1960 , uses "parenthetical expression" for both.) A formal (2.1) Definition: Given a string of words, a p.e. in this string is a string of successive occurrences. ( We cannot define a p.e. simply as a substring since the same substring may occur in different p/aces.) P.e.'s will be denoted by "z," "p," "Tr," "r," with or without subscripts.
Ramification is defined as follows: (2.2) Definition: A ramification over a string a is a set P of p.e.'s in a fulfilling the following conditions:
(i) The string of all occurrences belongs to r.
(ii) If ~rl, 7r2 ~ r a and 7rl ~ 7r~, then either ~1 and 7r2 have no common occurrence or 7rl s 7r2 or 7r2 s 7rl.
(iii) If 7r C r either there is no p in r for which o s ~r, or there are ol, .... , pk in r for which ~r = ol "" ok.
Ramifications will be denoted by "r .... 2~" with or without subscripts.
If ~r ~ r and for no p in r p s ~r, then 7r is said to be a smallest element of P. By (2.2) (i) and (iii), it follows that the string of all occurrences is divided into smallest elements. 
It follows frmn (2.2) (i)-(iii) that this is a legitimate definition.
The p.e.'s of ramifiication rank 0 are always smallest elements, but a smallest element may have a rank greater than 0. For example:
((,)((,)(,))), rR(~) > 0 and ~ is a smallest element.
cr A phrase structure (p.s.) is obtained when in addition to the ramification we specify for each p.e. a category to which it belongs; thus we have:
(2.4) Definition:A p.s. over a string of words is a set of ordered pairs @, X} in which all the v's form a ramification over the string and the X's are categories.
A p.s. is eonstructible within a p.s. system, or belongs to a p.s. system, if it can be constructed as described above by applying the rules of that system. It will be convenient to assume that the category assigned in the p.s. to the string of all occurrences is a sentence category. This may be added as an additional requirement, and whenever we mention p.s.'s we will assume, unless otherwise stated, that this is so. It makes no difference--our results will hold in any case.
It should be noted that by our definition, in the rmnifieation that corresponds to a p.s. eonstruetible within some system, the smallest elements are exactly all the occurrences of single words. (The construction is finished only when we have the single words as the smallest elements.) This is, however, inessential. We could have included among the rules of PH a finite number of rules assigning to the categories besides single words also certain strings of length > 1. For every system of this kind we can construct in an obvious way another system which fulfills our requirements, such that the same p.s.'s are eonstruetible in both except for the difference that those constructed in the second system may include additional members of the form (rr, X} where 7r is an occurrence of a single word. It is easily seen that our results are not affected. It may happen that in a p.s. two different categories will be assigned to the same p.e.--i.e., @, X) and @, Y} will belong to the p.s. while X ~ Y. This may be if we have in P~ rules of the form X--+ Y. If such a rule is applied to an occurrence P of X yielding an occurrence Q of Y, then the words which are descendants of P and O are the same words. For the sake of simplicity it is convenient to rule out such possibilities; this may be done as follows: Suppose we have in P~ rules of the by making every word that belonged to X, by P**, belong also to Y whenever Y C Dx, and let P'~H be the same as Pro. It is easily seen that the p.s.'s eonstructible in the two systems are the same except that if in a p.s. constructed within the original system we had (7, X1}, ... , (~r, X~} as members, in the cQrresponding p.s. of the new system only one @, X~) will appear. We may also, given a p.s. system, construct a new one in which there are no rules of the form X--> Y, having the same p.s.'s except for the mentioned difference, and such that X1 • • • X,, is of category Y in the old system iff it is so in the new one. However, we will not use this result. We will limit ourselves only to systems in which no rules of the form X --~ Y occur. Our results hold also for p.s. systems in which such rules occur, as is easily seen; the limitation is for the sake of simplicity. We may also assume that for every category X in the system there is a p.s. of the system of which (Tr, X} is a member. Categories which do not fulfill this requirement may be omitted together with all rules in which they occur without changing the set of constructible p.s.'s.
Finally we mention that the same p.s. may be arrived at by means of several diagrams. For instance, instead of applying a rule to an occurrence P in the nth row and having a string which descends from P in the n + 1 row, we may replace the category occurring in P by itself and only after that apply the rule to the new occurrence in the n + 1 row. Since we are interested only in the p.s.'s we will assume, if it is not stated othelwcise, that in a given diagram if a category X is replaced by itself then no rule of P~ is applied to the new occurrence on the lower line. This makes the diagram unique.
We can give a formal definition of a p.s. belonging to a p.s. system as follows: (Tr, X} will be called a "phrase occurrence" and the phrase itself will be (a, X) where a is the corresponding string of words, rR((Tr, X}) is defined to be rR(~r). As in the case of a dependency system a p.s. system is adequate iff those strings of words over which there is a p.s. of the system (the category assigned to the whole string being a sentence category) are exactly all sentences of the language. A stronger requirement will be that the p.s.'s constitute exactly all the syntactically acceptable interpretations of the sentences. Here it is assumed, of course, that we have a previous intuitive idea about syntactical interpretations of sentences by means of p.s.'s for which our system is intended as a formal explication.
Further concepts regarding p.s. systems, especially the concept of two p.s. systems being equivalent, will be introduced in Section III. We return now to d-systems, our aim being to define in a natural way the p.s. system that is "induced" by a given d-system.
As we saw in Section I, every occurrence in a d-tree together with all occurrences that derive from it (i.e., depend directly or indirectly on it) form a string of successive occurrences, i.e., a p.e. For every P let 7r(P) be that p.e. (i.e., Q is in 7r(P) iff Q d*P or Q = P). If P is the governing occurrence of the tree then ~r(P) is the string of all occurrences. It is evident that P d*Q iff 7r(P)s~r(Q). If P # Q and neither P d*Q nor Q d'P, then for no R R d*P and R d*Q. Hence, if 7r(P) ~ ~r(Q) and neither ~-(P)sTr(Q) nor ~r(Q)sTr(P) then 7r(P) and ~r(Q) have no occurrence in common. Thus, for every d-tree the set of all p.e.'s of the form ~(P) fulfills requirement (i) and (ii) of (2.2). The third requirement will not be fulfilled unless the d:tree consists of one occurrence only. This is shown as follows: If for some P there is a Q such that Q d'P, then ~r(P) is not a smallest element, since ~r(Q)s~'(P). On the other hand, P alone is not of the form ~r(Q) and P is not in 7r(Q) whenever Q depends on P. Therefore, it cannot be that 7r(P) = ~r(Q1) .-. 7r(Qn), since the Q's on the right side must depend on P, and hence ~r(Q1) ..-7r(Q~) cannot contain P, but P is contained in 7r(P). We know, however, that if QI, "'" , Qn are all the occurrences that depend directly on P, and the order is Q1, "'" , Qk, P, Qk+l, "'" , Qn, then ~r(P) = 7r(Q1) "-7r(Q~)PTr(Qk+l) ... 7r (Q~) . Therefore, in order to arrive at a ramification, we must add as p.e.'s all the single occurrences, P. (Precisely speaking we have to add only those P's which govern some other occurrences, since otherwise 7r(P) = P and P is already a p.e.) It is easily seen that by adding all these occurrences we obtain a ramification.
(2.7) Definition: The ramification obtained by the above method will be called the ramification induced by the d-tree.
7r(P2) = P~P2 ; the set consisting of 7r(P~) and ~r(P:) can be described by:
.
~r(P2)
To obtain a ramification we must add P~ as a p.e., thus having:
((,) (,)).
(2.8) If , is a p.e. in a ramification induced by a d-tree, then:
(1) r = ~r(P)implies rR(r) = rd(P).
(2) If, = P and P ¢ 7r(P), then rR(r) = re(P) -1. Proof: Let n~ be the rR (ramification rank) of the ramification and ne the re (dependency rank) of the tree. ' ", ~r(Pk_i)sTr(Pk); therefore, n~ > he. On the other hand, if to, "" , r~ R is a maximal chain such that rosrl, ". , r,,s_~ dr~R, then r0 must be a smallest element and therefore some single occurrence P0. Therefore, there are occurrences PI, "'" , P~k such that for i> 0, r~ = ~r(P~) and
Therefore, n~ -<__ ne and consequently nR = ne. If T is the governing occurrence of the tree we have r~(~r(T))= nR = ne = re(T). If Q dP then ~r(Q)sTr(P), and for no Q', 7r(Q)sTr(Q') and ~r(Q')s~r(P). Hence if rR(~r(P)) = rd(P), the same is true for Q. Therefore (1) is proved by induction. Now if Q ~ 7r(Q), then Qs~r(Q) and it is clear that for no ~ in the ramification Qs~ and ~sTr(Q); hence Every complete subtree is a p.e. of the ramification and every p.e. is a subtree. Thus the ramification is arrived at by taking all p.e.'s of the form rr(P) and adding to them any p.e.'s which are subtrees. In general, there will be more than one ramification corresponding to a d-tree. The induced ramification is, however, unique. We will discuss the notion of correspondence in Section III.
Having defined the ramification induced by a d-tree we proceed to associate with each p.e. in it a category in order to get a p.s. The natural way is to assign to ~r(P) the category which is assigned to P in the dtree. We have also to assign a category to P alone which is also a p.e. of the ramification. If ~r(P) = P, there is no problem. However, if Psr~(P), there is a good reason for not assigning to P the same category assigned to rr(P). The reason is the following: If in a p.s., constructible within some system, a p.e. is assigned the categow X and also a single occurrence within it (the p.e. being of length > 1) is assigned the same is applied to some occurrence of X we get Q1 "'" QkPQk+I "'" Q,~ and the rule cannot be applied again to the occurrence P of X. We cannot get strings of the form: 0-i '" 0-1X0-2 "" ~2. Therefore, if we assigned in the ramification the same category, say X, to P and to
--this will have, from a p.s. system point of view, a different meaning. This motivates the assignment of a different category to P, in case P ~ ~(P). Thus if to ~(P) we assigned X (the category assigned in the d-tree to P) we assign to P alone, in case P ~ ~r(P), a new category X w (namely, "X restricted to a single word"). In case P = ~(P), P is assigned X. will consist of all rules obtained in this way. A word will be of category W~ in the p.s. system iff it is so in the d-system, it will be of category GAIFMAN V~ ~ in the p.s. system iff it is of category V~ in the d-system, and it will be of category V~ in the p.s. system iff it is of category V~ in the d-system and V~(*) is a rule of that system. Finally, X is a sentence-category of the p.s. system iff it belongs to the d-system (i.e., X ~ V~ ~) and may govern a sentence in the d:system. The proof that this system is induced by the d-system is very easy and we will omit it. ( All these procedures, i.e., given a d-system to construct an induced p.s. system, and given the induced p.s. to reconstruct the d=tree which induces it, are effective--i.e., they can be carried on a computer. This definition emphasizes the essential part of a p.s. system, which is the set Of possible ramifications to which it leads. A p.s. system obtained from another merely by changing the names of the categories is, strictly speaking, different, yet it is essentially the same since it preserves the ramifications. However, two p.s. systems may differ not only in the names of the categories but in their number, and may have very different sets of rules--yet leading to the same ramifications and thus being equivalent.
III. COMPARISON OF PHRASE-STRUCTURE
The ramifications that correspond to the p.s.'s of a p.s. system will be said to belong to the p.s. system. (iii) A p.s. system and a d-system are equivalent iff they have exactly the same ramifications.
It is easily seen that the relations thus defined are really equivalence relations. (That is, if D1, D2, D3 are p.s. or &systems and D1 is equivalent to D2, and D2 to D3, then D1 is equivalent to D3 ; if D1 is equivalent to D.o, then D~ is equivalent to D~ ; and D~ is equivalent to itself.)
The definition of equivalence of d-systems may seem less natural than that of p.s. systems. This is so since in the &tree the ramification does not determine the d-relation uniquely, while in a p.s. the structure (not taking into account the categories) is given completely by the ramification. Thus, two different d-trees may induce the same ramification. The trees displayed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 both induce the ramification (((*) (*) (*)) (*) (*)). In general, if for a given d-tree there is in 7r(P) another occurrence Q with the property r~(Q) = rR(Tr(P)) -1 (i.e., Q dP and no occurrence depends on Q) we may change the d-tree by deleting Q dP, putting P dQ instead and, for every R different from Q such that R d P, deleting R dP and putting R dQ instead. It is easily seen that we arrive at a d-tree that induces the same ramification. It can also be proved that every two d-trees which induce the same ramification can be obtained from each other by carrying out successive changes of this kind. The induced ramification describes the d-relation to a very large extent, however, and the definition of equivalence given above will be found very useful.
(3.3) Definition: Two d-systems are isomorphic iff for every d-tree in the one there is a d-tree in the other with the same d-relation.
For every d-system there is an equivalent p.s. system, namely, the induced p.s. system. Moreover, as we saw in Section II, the induced p.s. system expresses, in full detail, the d-system.
It is natural to ask whether for every p.s. system there is an equivalent d-system. The answer is negative and in the following a necessary and sufficient condition for a p.s. system to be equivalent to some d-system will be given. (3.5) If deg(X) = n then whenever (Tr, X) is a phrase occurrence in a p.s. of the system there is an occurrence (of a single word), P, in 7r such that r~(P) >= rR(Tr) --n.
Examples: If all the rules of P~ are V --~ WWV, Z ---> UVU, U ---> VW, U ~ ZUZ
Proof: If deg(X) = 0 then (Tr, X} is a phrase occurrence only when ~r is a single occurrence, i.e., 7r = P and we have rR(P) = rR(~-) ; hence rR(P) __--> r~(Tr) --0. Assume (3.5) holds whenever deg(X) < n. Let deg(X) ~-n. If (~r, X) is a phrase occurrence then either l(~r) = 1 and ~r = P, in which case rR(P) = rR(Tr) > rR(~r) --n, or there are phrase occurrences @1X1)..., @~XK) such that ~r = ~rl-.-~rK, rR(Trs) = rR(tr) -1 for j = 1, ..., K, and X ~ X1 "-" X~: is a rule of P~. Since deg(X) = n there must be some X~ such that deg(X~) -< n --1. Therefore, by our hypothesis, there must be in ~r~ an occurrence P such that rR(P)=> rR(~)-(n-1) and one gets r~(P)=> rR(~)-1-(n-1)= rR(~)-n. Hence (3.5) is proved by induction.
(3.6) If deg(X) > n, then there is a p.s. of the system and a phrase occurrence, (~, X}, in it such that, for every occurrence P in ~, rR(P) < rR(~r) -n.
(This includes the case deg(X) = ~.) An equivalent statement is: (3.6,) If deg(X) > n there is a string of words a such that X * and a may be derived from X in such a way that in the ramification obtained, if ~ is the string of all occurrences and P an occurrence in ~r, then rR(P) < rR(rr) -n.
The equivalence of (3.6) and (3.6*) is easily seen. In fact, if @, X) is the phrase occurrence whose existence is guaranteed by (3.6), then will be the string of words whose occurrences constitute 7r and the derivation will be just the same as the derivation of ~r from X in the p.s. (The diagram obtained is a subdiagram of the original.) If, on the other hand, (3.6*) holds, then if X is a sentence category, a is a sentence and the set of phrase occurrences obtained in its derivation from X is a p.s. If X is not a sentence category, then for some sentence category Y we must have Y * ---> X~ ... XkXXk+I ." X~ (otherwise X will be excIuded from the system), and we continue to construc~ the p.s. by deriving a from X, and any other strings of words from the X~, i = 1 ... n. If in the p.s. obtained ~-is the descendant of the occurrence of X in the row X, ... XkXXk+~ "" X~, then obviously @, X} fulfills the condition of (3.6).
(3.6*) is proved by induction. If deg(X) > 0 then, for some a, X --~ a, and l(a) > 1. Obviously r~(rr) > rR(P) for every occurrence P, where rr is the string of all occurrences. Hence, r~(P) < rR(rr) -O. Assume (3.6*) holds whenever deg(X) > n -1. Let deg(X) > n. There is a rule X-+ X, ..-Xk in which deg(X~) > n -1 for i = 1, , • .-]c. By our assumptions there are a~, ..-, ak such that X~--+ a~ and in the ramification that arises rR(P) < rR(rr~) --(n-1) for every P in r~, ~r~ being the string of the occurrences in a~. Taking a = a~-.. a~ we get X_** a, the derivation being: X--~X1.-.Xk and X~ * -+. a~, --• , X~ -~* ak. If rr~ is the string of occurrences of words which descend from the occurrence of X~ in the row X, ... Xk and rr, all the descendants of X, we have rR(~-~) = r~(~r) --1. Every P in ~-is in some ~r~ and r~(P) < rn(~-~) -(n -1). Therefore r~(P) < rR(Tr) --1 --(n--1) = rR(~r) --n. This proves (3.6*). If we put > n for every n, then it is easily seen that the proof carries through for the case deg(X) = ~. From (3.5) and (3.6) we get:
(3.7) Deg(X) = n iff whenever @, X} is a phrase occurrence in some p.s. of the system there is a P in ~r for which rR(P) >= rR(~r) --n and there is at least one case in which equality holds, i.e., rR(P) < r~(~) --n for all P in ~.
Proof: By (3.5) deg(X) = n implies the existence of P in ~r such that r~(P) >-rR(~r) -n. Since n > n -1, (3.6) implies the existence of a case i~1 which rR(P) < rR(~r) -(n -1) for all P in ~, or rR(P) < rR(~r) -n for all P in 7r. On the other hand, if in every case there is a P such that r~(P) >= rR(~) -n, it cannot be that deg(X) > n, since by (3.6) that would imply a case in which no such P can be found. He,ice deg(X) =< n. Also, deg(X) < n -1 cannot be, since then by (3.5) no case in which rR(P) =< rR(~) -n is possible. Hence deg(X) = n.
From (3.7) we conclude that a p.s. system is of degree n iff whenever 7r is a p.e. of a ramification belonging to that system there is a P in ~-such that rR(P) > r~(~r) -n and there is at least one case in which rR(P) <= rR(~r) -n for all P in ~r. This follows easily by the definition of the degree of the system to be the maximal degree of the categories. From (3.6) we have: A p.s. system is of infinite degree iff for every n there exists a ramification of the system and a p.e. ~ in that ramification such that rR(P) < rR(~r) -n for every P in ~r. From all this it is seen that the degree of a p.s. system is actually a property of the see'of all ramifications belonging to this system. Therefore, two equivalent p.s. systems must have the same degree. Proof: If p is a p.e. in a ramification belonging to some d:system, then for some P in p, p = ~(P) and either p = P or r~(P) = rR(p) --1. It follows that a p.s. having exactly the same ramifications must be of degree 0 or 1.
The proof in the other direction will be a special case of the proof of (3.10) and therefore will be given later.
D-systems are therefore equivalent to a special kind of p.s. systems. It may, however, be argued that the definition of equivalence (requiring the d-system to have exactly all the ramifications of the p.s.) is too restrictive and that this notion is natural when applied to p.s. systems but not to d-systems. It may be that there is still a close connection between the ramifications of the p.s. system and the d-system such that although the induced ramifications do not give every p.s. ramification in full detail, these can be reconstructed using the categories as well. We recall the definition of correspondence given by D. G. Hays Suppose that in some p.s. a category X is of infinite degree. That implies that there is a rule in this system of the form X ~ Y~ ..-Y~ in which deg(Y~) = ~ for i = 1 ..-k (otherwise deE(X) would be finite). For the same reason there exists such a rule for each of the Y~'s, a~td so on. (Since the number of rules and categories is finite, some of the rules and estegories will occur in this sequence repeatedly.) Apply the first rule to X, then apply a rule of the same sort to each of the Y~'s and continue so for n steps. We will get a diagram of the sort shown in Fig. 7 .
Each of the Z~'s is of infinite degree. Obviously t > 2~; also, t -_< L ~ where L is the maximum number such that. there is a rule of the form V--~ V~ ... Vc. Replace each Z~ by a single word of that category if there is such; otherwise derive from it some string of words belonging to it, of minimal length, and let the string of words thus obtained be ~.
Since there is a finite number of categories, the lengths of the strings that are derived in this process front the Z~ are bounded and we get 2 ~ < l(¢~n) _-< M n+~ for some fixed M. It is easily seen that if o is a p.e. of Such a decomposition may be usually done in more than one way; however, if we choose as the p.e.'s which form the decomposition the largest that can be found, the decomposition will be unique and the nmnber of p.e.'s participating in it will be minimal. (Thus in (((*) (,) (,)) ((,) (,))) after omitting the second occurrence the rest may be decomposed into four p.o.'s, namely, (*)X (*) (*) (*), but also 1 2 3 4 into three, (*) X (,) ((*) (*)), which is here the minimal number.)
Since Qspl, that means that p~ --Tll "'" Q1 "'" Tltl, where the rik's are p.e.'s of the ramification. Assume that the rl~'s are chosen so that their number is minimal; that means that they are the largest p.e.'s obtained after omitting Q. In the same way plsp2 implies p2 = r2~ .."
pl "'" T2t2 , and so on: pi ~-Til "'" Pi--1 "'" ~'~tl • We assume that the t~'s are minimal. We get p --Tll "'" r21 "'" rj'~ "'" Q "'" T~'tj "'" ~t~ "'" Tlt~ in which r~k >_-1, i = 1, .'. , j, k = 1, -." , t~. It is clear now that after omitting Q from p the largest p.e.'s remaining will be the r~k's; hence what remains of o will decompose into not less than ~{=1 tl p.o.'s, and thus into at least j p.e.'s. This remains true whenever this ramification is a part of a larger one, that is, if we have a ramification over aftra', where a and ~' are any strings, such that fl~ is a p.o. and the ramification that we have over ~,~ is the rest.rietion of the larger ramification to 5n • If p' is a p.e. that has in it at least M ~ occurrences which are also occurrences of 5~, and Q is an occurrence in p' which is also an occurrence of /3,,, then after omitting Q the rest decomposes into at least j p.e.'s. (In fact, either p' is a p.e. in /3n or it contains ~,, and in each of the two cases it is easily seen that the above statement holds.) tf X is a sentence category we consider the sequence of sentences ¢h, 52, '" 5,, "'" . If not., there is a sentence category Y such that ', a~2a','", aB~a',.. •, each with a p.s. over it belonging to the system. Suppose D~, D2, • are a sequence of d-trees over asia', a52a', "" , respectively, such that D~ corresponds to the p.s. over a/~a'; we show that these d-trees cannot all belong to the same d-system. Suppose on the contrary they did belong to one d-system• In that system there is a finite number of rules of the form X(Y~... ,... Yq). Hence there is some fixed number N such that every occurrence may have at most N occurrences depending directly on it. Consequently if in a d,tree re(P) = ~/ then l(~r(P)) < 1-t-N-t-N 2-P "'" + N' <N ~+~. Therefore if P is the governing occurrence of Dn, we get l(aS~a') < N ~d ( by our assumption D,(~) corresponds to the n(m)th p.s., ~r(Qi) is a p.e. of the p.s. as well• By omitting Q~-the rest can be decomposed into no~ more than N p.e.'s of the d-tree (each of the form ~r(P) where P depends on Qi). These must be also p.e.'s of the p.s. But by our previous result there must be at least N -t-1 p.e.'s into which ~'(Q~.) decomposes after omitting Q~.. Therefore, the D~'s cannot belong to a single d-system and (i) is proved. Note that in the proof we did not use the fact that in a corresponding p.s. every p.e. must be connected.
(ii) For every p.s. system of finite degree a corresponding d-system can be constructed effectively such that all other requirements of (3.10) will be fulfilled.
Consider a p.s. system of finite degree. First we will transform this p.s. system into another one, equivalent to it, in which no single word is of category of degree greater than 0. This is done as follows: Let X be a category of degree > 0. If no single word is of category X, then X will remain as a category in the new p.s. system. If there are single woMs of category X, then X is replaced by two categories X ° and J~. The degree of X ° will be 0 and all the words of category X will be of category X °. No single word will be of category J2. Every rule of the form X--~ YI"" Yk is replaced by the rule J~--* YI"'" Yk. Next, if X occurs on the right side of Z --~ Z1 ... Z .... then every occurrence of X is replaced either by 3~ or by X °, these replacements being done in all possible combinations--each combination giving rise to another string which will be the right side of a rule on whose left side Z will appear. If X is a sentence category, so are X and X °. It is easily seen that deg(X °) = 0, deg(X) > 0, and that the new p.s. obtained is equivalent to the old one. Also, to every p.s. in the old p.s. system there corresponds a unique p.s. in the new system obtained by replacing each phrase occurrence (Tr, X) by either (Tr, J~} or (~r, X°), depending on whether l(~r) > 1 or l(Tr) = 1. Conversely for each p.s. in the new systern a unique p.s. in the old system is obtained by replacing every (~r,)~) and (Tr, X °) by (Tr, X}. After this we replace the second category of degree > 0 which has single words by a pair of categories and continue so until the required p.s. is obtained. It is easily seen that all the transformations are effective. Hence, we may assume that in the given p.s. system deg(X) > 0 implies that there are no single words of category X. This will be convenient for the construction that follows.
Enumerate all the rules of P~. Form all ordered pairs (X, n) such that X is a category appearing on the left side of the nth rule. For every such (X, n) choose an occurrence of a category on the right side of the nth rule, of degree smaller than X. Let this occurrence be f (X, n) . Let H be the set of all the (2/c + 1)-tuples of the form (XonoP~nl ... Pk-~nk-iP~) , such that P1 = f (Xo, no) (I.e., IIr is the set of all tuples of A which begin with Y. The corresponding dependency system will contain all the following categories:
(1) All categories of the p.s. system of degree 0. 
}).
If ~ is any string of categories of the p.s. system, we will say that d is a substitution instance of ~ iff d is a string of categories of the dependency system obtained from ~ by replacing every category of degree 0 by itself and every Y of degree > 0 by some YA • Thus ~ will usually have more than one substitution instance. The rules of the d-system are those obtained as follows:
(i) For every category X, of the p.s. system, of degree 0, X(*) is a rule of the d-system.
(ii) For every Y~ in the d-system, if ~ • • • akXkflk " • " fl~ is the string associated with A, then YA(aI' ... ak' * [Jk' "'" ~') is a rule of the dsystem whenever a~' and fl~' are substitution instances of m and f~. (vi) YA is a sentence category in the d-system iff Y is a sentence category in the p.s. system.
Instead of proving by induction and in detail that the d-system thus obtained corresponds to the p.s. system, we will give a general outline which will show also the effective passage from a p.s. to the corresponding d-tree and vice versa. Suppose that in the p.s. system we have the diagram shown in Fig.  8 . By occurrence we will mean now occurrence in the diagram. In this diagram a category of degree > 0 cannot occur in the last row. If X is of degree > 0 and occurs in that diagram, then there must be some rule, say no, which is applied to it. Let the rule be X0 -+ a,X,2,, where the occurrence of X1 after al isf(X0, no). Either deg(X,) = 0, in which case its descendents on all the following rows are occurrences of X~, and finally an occurrence of a word, or deg(X~) > 0, in which case a rule, say nl, is applied to it. We continue in this way to construct a sequence XnoP,nl ... , P1 being the occurrence of X, after a~, and so on. After a finite number of steps we construct some member of II beginning with X. Thus, to every occurrence of a category of degree > 0 there corresponds an element of II showing, to a certain extent, how this occurrence was "developed" later on. Suppose A, corresponds to V0. That means that A1 begins with V0 • Therefore V0~l is a category of the d-system. Let a~ ... aT~XkBk ". ~1 be the string associated with A1. That means, by our construction, that the descendents of V0 on the second row form the string a,Xl2,, the descendents of X, on the row below form a2X2.e2, and so on until we get Xk which is of degree 0 and is substituted by some single word. In the a~ and ~ replace every occurrence P of category Y of degree > 0 by an occurrence P' of YA, where A is the element of II which corresponds to P. This being done for all such Y's, we get instead of c~ and N~. substitution instances a~', ~. Now apply to V0a~ the rule V0~(al' ... ak' * Nk' "--N~'). Then replace V0~, by the same word that replaced X~ in the p.s. (This word is of category V0,1 , since a~ • • • aloXk$J: • " • ~'~ is associated with A1 .) We continue now and reapply the same process to all occurrences of categories YA in the strings al' '-' ak' and ~i' "'" ~' which we got. It is easily seen that the same process which we applied to V0~l, can be applied also to any of these Y.4's, yielding, perhaps, new Ya's to which the process can be applied, and so on. If deg (Y) = 0, then Y remains the same in the a/'s and ~i"s and we apply to it the rule Y(*) and then replace it by the same word which replaced it in the p.s. It is easily seen that this is a legitimate construction of a &tree and that after a finite number of steps, continuing this way, we obtain the same sentence with a d-tree for it The &tree obtained can be described as follows: Substituting each occurrence P of a category Y of degree >0 by an occurrence P' of the corresponding Ya, and each occurrence of a category of degree 0 by itself, an occurrence of a word ili the sentence depends directly or indirectly on another occurrence Q' iff, for some Ya, Q' is the descendent of X~ in the string a~ ... akXkfh. "" fh, associated with A, while Q is a descendant of one of the occurrences in the a~'s or ~'s.
It remains to be seen that this &tree corresponds to the p. diagram. Also for every P in 21 if P is an occurrence of Y then the p.e. of all descendents of P is the complete subtree ~r(Q) where Q is the wordoccurrence replacing the Yx which corresponds to P. Therefore, it remains to show that all p.e. that are determined by occurrences of 22 are connected under d. Now let Q be an occurrence in the original diagram, in the ruth row. There is a unique (2m d-1)-tuple (Qono ." Q,~_lnm_lQ~) in which Q0 is the occurrence of V0 in the 0th row, Q~ is in the ith row, Qm = Q, and the rule n~ was applied to Q~ while constructing the diagram. If X~_~ is the category occurring in Q,,,-1, then either Q~ = f(Xm-1, nm-1) to be written also Q~ = f(Q~-1, rim-l)(i.e., Q~, as an occurrence of the string of descendants of Q,,_~ on the ruth row, is that occurrence which is picked up by f), or not. We claim that Q~ C :~2 iff Q,, = f (Q,~-l, nm_~) . This is certainly true for V0 which belongs to E~ and has no ancestor. Let Q = Q~ be on the ruth row and assume our claim is true for all occurrences on rows 0, 1, ... , m --1. Let (Qono ... nm_~Q~) be the tuple corresponding to Q. Let Q~ be the last in the sequence Q0, "'" , Q~-~ for which Q~ f(Q~-l, n~-1) (if, for every j _-> 0, Qj+I = f(Qj, nj), we take Q0 as our Q~). By our assumption Q~ C E~ • If Q~' is the corresponding occurrence of the corresponding Y~ in the new diagram, then a rule of the form YA(~/ • • • ~k' * ~k' • • • fl~') will be applied to Q~' which will amount to constructing a subdiagram of the original, as in Fig. 10. 
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10. Subdiagram of a p.s. tree
We have Q~+I = f( Qc , n,) . . . Q+I = f(Qm-2 , nmwz) in case i < Y/Z -1; otherwise i = 112 -1. Now let P = f(Qm--l, nmwl), then it is easily seen that P E & . On the other hand, if Qm # P, then Qm is in am--i or p-i and in the next step a similar rule will apply to Qm' (the occurrence corresponding to Qn in the new diagram). This proves our claim. Now suppose Qm = Q E & ; that means that P = Qm . ,411 the descendents of P are those obtained by derivation fronl UJ+~+~ , ~~~~~~ , . . &+k , ,&+k with the addit.ional one which is obt.ained in the new diagram by replacing Qi' by some word; this word governs TT(&~). Every word which replaces a cat,egory occurrence in aj' or pj' depends whether for every p.s. system there is a d-system which defines exactly the same set of sentences. The answer to the general question is positive. In this way we get an infinite set of categories. Let a be a string of categories, we say that a cancels to a catego17 X if, starting from a, one can arrive at X by successive cancellations of A categorial grammar consists of a finite set C of categories which includes all the primitive ones, a list assigning to every word a subset of C consisting of all categories to which the word is said to belong, and some fixed primitive category S, the so-called sentence-category. A string of words a is defined to be of category X if, by replacing every word of it by some category to which it belongs, one can get a string which canceIs to X. a is a sentence if a is of category S.
The concept of a categorial grammar goes back to Le~niewski and Ajdukiewicz, see Bar-Hillel, Gaifman, Shamir (1960) , where other references are given.
The author has proved the following: (3.12) A set of sentences is defined by a p.s. system if and only if it is defined by a categoriM grammar. Moreover, for every p.s. system one can effectively construct a categoriM grammar defining the same set of sentences, all of whose categories are of one of the forms (X/Y)/Z, X/Y, X, where X, Y, Z are primitive categories.
The difficult direction is to show that given any p.s. system one can find a categorial grammar having the above mentioned properties and defining the same set of sentences. The proof can be found in BarHillel, Gaifman, Shamir (1960) .
On the other hand, given any eategorial grammar one can easily construct a p.s. system defining the same set of sentences. Let C be the set of categories of the grammar. We can, with no loss of generality, GAIFMAN assume that if X/Y ~ C or Y\X ~ C then X, Y ~ C (otherwise by adding to C finitely many categories we get a set having this property). The categories of the p.s. system will be the symbols Fx, where X C C. (Fx # Fr if X # Y.) The rules will be all the rules of the form Fx -+ Fx/yFF ,where X/Y ~ C, and Fx ---+ FrFy~x , where Y~X ~ C. A word will belong to Fx if it belongs, in the categorial grammar, to X, and F~ will be the sentence category. It is easily seen that this p.s. system defines the stone set of sentences. Moreover, this p.s. system is of finite degree. If all categories in C are of one of the forms (X/Y)/Z, X/Y, X, where X, Y, Z are primitive, then the degree of the p.s. system is easily seen to be _<_2. These observations show that every set of sentences which is defined by a p.s. system is also defined by ~ p.s. system of finite degree. This together with (3.10) imply (3.11).
Note that (3.11) together with (3.8) yield: (3.13) T~O~EM: Every set of sentences defined by a p.s. system is also defined by a p.s. system of degree <= 1. Hence we get: (3.14) Every set of sentences defined by a p.s. system is defined by a p.s. system in which every rule is either of the form A ---+ A~A2A3 or of the form A ---+ A~A~, where deg (A1) = 0 and deg (A2) --deg (A~) = 1.
As was pointed out by M. Gross (Gross, 1964 ) the fact that a set of sentences is defined by a p.s. system if and only if it is defined by a nondeterministic push-down storage automation (cf. Chomsky, 1963, pp. 339-345, and pp. 368-380) can be used to prove (3.11). One has to show that a set of sentences is defined by such an automation only if it is defined by a d-system. One direction of this statement, namely, the construction of an automaton which defines the same sentences as a given d-system is given in (Gross, 1964, pp. 49, 50) . This, however, is the easy direction.
Going through the proof of (3.12) one finds that the d-system which defines the same set of sentences as a given p.s. system can be constructed effectively from the p.s. system. Moreover, there is a certain way in which the &trees of this system are paired with the p.s.'s of the p.s. system, the pairing being one to one and effective. However if the p.s. system is of infinite degree no such simple relationship as correspondence will exist between the p.s. and the d-tree associated with it.
